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Battleship Lake - Boxing Day 2012

Wow!, what a great turnout for our third annual Boxing Day snowshoe trek. I was
impressed, and especially as I expect quite a few of you were giving up the chance
to go swimming in the ocean with Sheila at the Comox Spit.

As seems the norm for this trip, the weather was overcast and it was snowing
steadily, although with little accumulation. The trail from my trip out to the lake last
Sunday was barely visible, so between us we had to break trail again for most of the
way. The job was shared between several of us and really made for a fairly easy
trip.

After taking a short lunch break at Battleship Lake we followed our outward, and
well developed, trail back to the Raven Lodge. We didn't see many other
snowshoers out beyond the meadows, but passed several groups as we came back
towards the Lodge.

The youngest guest out with us today, Hanna P. was delightful to have on the trip
and, at the age of six, performed like a real trooper.
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The trail was almost burried
from my trip last Sunday

[Tim Penney photo]

Lots of soft snow 
[Tim Penney photo]

Another photo op.
[Tim Penney photo] Almost at the lake
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Lunch break at Battleship Lake
[Tim Penney photo]

Heading back after lunch
[Tim Penney photo]

Report contributors: Geoff B, Tim P, 

Participant list (15 of 15): Denise A, Sharon B, Geoff B, Sandra B:guest,
Bruce C:guest, Annica d, Catheryn F:guest, Pat F, Pat F, Judith H, Michele H,
Hannah P:guest, Pavel P:guest, Tim P, Julianna W, 
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